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Abstract—Timing synchronization is an important in-
tegrating component in mobile ad-hoc networks and also
in sensor networks, and therefore, various timing synchro-
nization algorithms have been proposed so far. Recently,
Imai and Suzuki developed an efficient synchronization al-
gorithm for vehicle-to-vehicle communications based on
time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol. Despite
of its efficiency in synchronization for vehicle-to-vehicle
communications, their algorithm sometimes suffers from
a certain undesired asynchronous pattern; so called mode-
lock state. Although their algorithm takes some precaution
to avoid this mode-lock state, in around more than 10% of
instances this state still remains and synchronization can-
not be obtained. Then, we clarify how and why this mode-
lock state remains in their algorithm. Based on this in-
sight, we obtain a new mode-lock eliminating, distributed
algorithm that always leads to a perfect synchronization.
From systematic, comparative simulations, it is observed
that our proposed algorithm always eliminates mode-lock
states, and realizes even faster synchronization, compared
with the algorithm by Imai and Suzuki.

1. Background of this study

Applications of mobile ad-hoc networks are actively de-
veloped for vehicle-to-vehicle communications recently.
For instance, in Toyota systematic researches are carried
out, which cover the timing synchronization[1], MAC
protocol[2], and even urban traffic simulations for inter-
vehicle ad-hoc networks. Recently, Imai and Suzuki de-
veloped an efficient synchronization algorithm for vehicle-
to-vehicle communications based on time division multi-
ple access (TDMA) protocol[1]. Their algorithm includes
some new devices on synchronizing two ( or even multi-
ple ) groups of vehicles and its effectiveness is verified for
certain environments in simulation. However, as they point
out in [1], their algorithm sometimes suffers from a cer-
tain undesired asynchronous pattern; so called mode-lock
state. Although their algorithm takes some precaution to
avoid this mode-lock state, in around more than 10% of
instances this state still remains and synchronization can-
not be obtained in [1]. To guarantee a perfect synchroniza-
tion, this study first considers how and why this mode-lock
state remains in their algorithm. Based on this insight, a

new mode-lock eliminating, distributed algorithm is real-
ized that always leads to a perfect synchronization. From
systematic, comparative simulations, we observe the pro-
posed algorithm always eliminates mode-lock states, and
realizes even faster synchronization, compared with the al-
gorithm by Imai and Suzuki.
This report is organized as follows. In Section II, we ex-

plain the distributed timing synchronization algorithm pro-
posed by Imai and Suzuki. In Section III, we consider and
clarify how and why the mode-lock state remains in their
algorithm. Then, we propose a simple mode-lock eliminat-
ing, synchronization algorithm. In Section IV, we verify the
performance of both algorithms by systematic simulations.
Finally, conclusions and discussions are given in Section V.

2. Basic design of distributed, timing synchronization
algorithm by Imai and Suzuki

For distributed timing synchronization in vehicle-to-
vehicle communications, there have been a few studies re-
ported so far [1], [3], [4]. These synchronization methods
are basically based on a kind of ‘averaged timing ’over
mobile nodes directly communicating each other. This av-
eraged timing is characteristic of distributed, intervehicle
communications, which enables each mobile node update
its timing to the average of ( a set of past, received ) tim-
ing messages from neighbouring nodes. By this synchro-
nization method using averaged timings, groups of vehicles
‘smoothly’synchronize their timings each other, and there-
fore this method is expected to be suitable for TDMA pro-
tocol in intervehicle communications, as opposed to other
synchronization methods in IEEE 802.11 and so on.
The synchronization method by Imai and Suzuki [1] is

equivalent to the previous methods [3], [4] in principle, as
these are based on averaged timing. However, this method
includes two new additional devices as follows, and this
method can be advantageous over previous methods when
applied to larger, distributed intervehicle communication
networks;
(i) this method takes into account of the synchronization
process between two (or more) groups of vehicles, and in-
troducing a certain acceleration effect for synchronization
in each node, and also
(ii) this method takes some precaution to avoid a certain
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undesired asynchronous state; so called mode-lock state.
For the above point (i), we will provide a detailed de-

scription later in our presentation, and as for the point (ii),
explanation and analysis of it will be given in the next sec-
tion.

3. A mode-lock eliminating timing synchronization al-
gorithm

As pointed out in [1], undesired asynchronous states; so
called mode-lock states emerge in Imai and Suzuki’s syn-
chronization method. Although this mode-lock has some
variations in its structure, the essential point is schemati-
cally illustrated as in Fig. 1. In this figure, each node is
placed on the regular 2D lattice ( just for simplicity of il-
lustration ) and ‘core’ appears in the center of it ( also just
for simplicity ). Since we have assumed a TDMA protocol
( shown in Fig. 2 ) as a basis of this study, each node has
the same period of packet transmission (; frame length in
Fig. 2 ), and neighbouring nodes ( node A, B, C, and D )
should have distributed timings of transmission each other.
This TDMA protocol is based on the one and the essen-
tial assumption; each node is time synchronized each other
within a precision of guard interval. However, in the mode-
lock state of Fig. 1, this assumption is violated because
each node has an equally distributed timing of the clock (
NOT the timing of packet transmission in Fig. 2 ) just like
a rotating wave around the core. This rotating, mode-lock
state is notorious in several branches of engineering; VLSI
clocking [5], millimeter wave generation [6], heart diseases
[7], and so on.
Imai and Suzuki are aware of this undesired state and in-

clude the following precaution in their method;
(i) each node determines if it is inside or near a possible
core of mode-lock state by checking a threshold of the dis-
tribution of ( a set of past ) received timing messages from
neighbouring nodes, once in a frame period, and then
(ii) if a node is aware of being inside or near the core, this
node immediately updates its clock timing to the most re-
cently received timing from neighbouring nodes.
However, intuitively speaking, their precaution is noth-

ing but a king of random perturbation to the core of mode-
lock state, and this does not guarantee to remove the mode-
lock itself, since this state is known to be quite stable and
robust, as long as the random perturbation is limited to
nodes around the core[6].
Instead of the above random perturbing approach, we

have investigated other effective mode-lock ‘eliminating’
synchronization methods. Below, we propose a simple, but
quite effective synchronization method that destabilizes the
mode-lock itself. The proposed method is basically on the
same line of previous methods [1], [3], [4], as it is based on
the averaged timing from neighbouring nodes. However, as
opposed to the previous methods, this method intentionally
eliminates the mode-lock and realizes a perfect synchro-
nization in a distributed manner as follows;

core of mode-lock

average timing of
neighbouring nodes

Figure 1: Basic structure of mode-lock state

(i) each node determines if it is inside or near a possible
core of mode-lock state by checking a threshold of the dis-
tribution of timing messages from neighbouring nodes, and
at this stage this method is totally the same to the method
by Imai and Suzuki. However, contrary to their method,
(ii) if a node is aware of being inside or near the core, this
node temporally quits sending its erroneous timing mes-
sages and only receives timing messages from other nodes.
This algorithm is quite simple in itself. However, when

all nodes start synchronizing each other by this algorithm
in the network, the effect of it drastically appears because
the mode-lock state gradually loses its stability and is even-
tually totally wiped out. A detailed analysis and systematic
comparison of both methods will be presented in the next
section.

node A

node B

node C

node D

node A

node B

packet length
frame length

slot length

guard interval

time

packet transmission

Figure 2: TDMA protocol in this study

4. Performance analysis for both algorithm

To evaluate the performance of both methods, compara-
tive simulations are carried out systematically. The simu-
lation setup in this study faithfully follows the setup in [1],
which is described as follows.
(i) Each node periodically sends a timing message to neigh-
bouring nodes in the beginning of its assigned frame (Fig.
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2). In this simulation, one frame length is set to 0.1 [s].
(ii) Each node has a small frequency mismatch in its timing
clock, which ranges in ±0.01% accuracy.
(iii) Each node is uniformly placed on a 2D lattice, and
each node can communicate with neighbouring nodes in a
(1) two-hop distance or (2) 2.5-hop distance. In this simu-
lation, we consider a relatively short time scale of events in
widely distributed, urban traffic environments. Therefore,
mobility of each node can be practically ignored.
(iv) Following the setup in [1], the total number of nodes is
set to 1024. Each node with initial random timing of frame
is introduced to the 2D network, one by one for 100-frame
time span in the beginning of the simulation.
(v) As a first approximation, a collision between timing
message packets is ignored. ( However, this will be taken
into accounts, later in a more detailed simulations. )

4.1. Eliminating process of mode-lock states

First, to correctly visualize and measure the synchro-
nization process, it is convenient to introduce a‘ unit cir-
cle ’as shown in Fig. 3. On this unit circle, the timing
of each node is identified to a certain point of the [0, 2π]
span. Namely, the periodic event in each node (in Fig.
2) is (uniquely) mapped to a ‘phase point’ on the unit cir-
cle. Then, synchronization process for each method in this
study can be clearly visualized by the temporal variation
of ‘phase point’ on the unit circle, and a fair comparison
among different synchronization methods become possible
by this coordination.
A typical example of mode-lock eliminating process in

the proposed method is visualized as in Fig. 3. Figure
3(a) shows the initial mode-lock state, where seven ‘core’
nodes (◦) are detected by this algorithm and other nodes
(×) exhibit uniformly distributed timings, showing a stable
rotating wave around the core. However, as this synchro-
nization method operates, a ‘cut’ appears in the initial uni-
form distribution of timings as shown in Fig. 3(b). And
once this cut appears, it grows rapidly (Fig. 3(c) and 3(d)),
and finally the mode-lock is totally eliminated and perfect
synchronization is stably realized. What is observed in the
above example (and all other numerous data) is summa-
rized as follows.
(i) In the presented method, when the core is detected it is
virtually removed from the network for certain periods of
frame, and the mode-lock on the remaining nodes tempo-
rally decreases its stability and initial uniform distribution
of timing.
(ii) Then, once a ‘cut’ (in Fig. 3(b)) appears due to tem-
poral fluctuations, nodes around this cut are included to the
core by this algorithm. This again decreases a stability of
the mode-lock, and therefore, elimination of the mode-lock
is rapidly processed later on.
Contrary to our method, the original synchronization

method by Imai and Suzaki does not have any such desta-
bilizing function. Instead, their method includes a kind of

0
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perfect
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210 frames elapsed

Figure 3: Eliminating process of mode-lock state

randomly perturbing effect to the core of mode-lock, but
this does not guarantee the elimination of mode-lock, as
mentioned in Section 3.

4.2. Synchronization ability for both algorithms

Thus far, we have reached to an insight of essential dif-
ference for both methods, which suggests that the presented
method provides better synchronization ability, compared
with the original method by Imai and Suzuki.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, to measure the

degree of synchronization for all nodes, it is convenient to
introduce the phase of timing, by which each timing of the
node is identified to a certain phase between the [0, 2π]-
span.
Using this coordination, degree of synchronizationσ can

be clearly defined as

σ(t) =
1
N

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

N∑

i=1
e jφi(t)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (1)
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Figure 4: synchronization ability for both algorithms

where φi(t) represents the phase of the i-th node at time
t and N is the total number of nodes. By this definition,
σ becomes 1 when all nodes are perfectly synchronized,
and becomes 0 when their phases (; timings) are uniformly
distributed. It is noted that this σ takes a value between
0 and 1, and as long as the mode-lock remains σ always
become less than 1.
Below, systematic simulations are carried out to compare

the performance for both algorithms, by using this σ, Fig-
ure 4(a) and 4(b) show the result of 1,000 random trials for
both methods for cases of 2.5-hop transmission range and
2-hop transmission range, respectively. In each trial, simu-
lation is carried out for 500-frame periods, and the percent-
age of realization for final degree of synchronization σ is
summed up from 1,000 trials. Besides the comparison be-
tween Imai and Suzuki’s and our methods, ‘simple average’
method is also considered in this simulation. This simple
average, method implies a synchronization method with-
out any precautions to mode-lock. Then, compared with
this simple average method, the effect of mode-lock elimi-
nation becomes transparent for other two methods.
In Fig. 4(a), the presented method realizes a 100% syn-

chronization for 1,000 trials, while in Imai and Suzuki’s
method more than 20% instances remains unsynchronized
and this shows the mode-lock is not eliminated for these
cases. Also, in Fig. 4(b), nearly perfect synchronization is

realized by the presented method. It should be noted that,
for a few instances out of 1,000 trials, mode-lock is not
completely eliminated by this method within 500-frame pe-
riods. However, we have verified these mode-locks can be
eliminated by an additional precaution or by simply taking
more time.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a simple, but quite effective synchro-
nization method for intervehicle ad-hoc networks. This
method is based on an insight from nonlinear dynamics of
mode-lock states, and its effectiveness is supported by a se-
ries of comparative simulations with other synchronization
methods. Further studies are currently ongoing as;
(i) more rigorous foundations for effectiveness of the pre-
sented method,
(ii) more detailed simulation including packet collisions
and other node placements, and
(iii) simplification of this method for wireless sensor net-
works.
Some of them will be presented in our talk at NOLTA.
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